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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn an article 7 we used sampling theory to compute the eigenvalues of
regular Sturm]Liouville problems with general separable boundary condi-
tions. We provide here high order approximations to these eigenvalues
with their error bounds. We use the same notation as in the mentioned
article.
Consider the Sturm]Liouville problem,
¡Ly [ yy0 q q x y s l y ,Ž .
~a y 0, l y a y9 0, l s 0,Ž . Ž . 1.1Ž .11 12¢a y p , l q a y9 p , l s 0,Ž . Ž .21 22
2 2 2 2 1Ž .where a q a / 0, a q a / 0, and q g L 0, p are bounded from11 12 21 22
below.
w xIt is well known 15 that L is regular, its spectrum is discrete, real, and
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Žcomputing the positive eigenvalues; all the negative ones a finite number
. w x 2of them can be obtained by a simple shift in l 5, 7 . So, let l s m and
Ž 2 .let y x, m denote the solution of the initial value problem,
¡ 2yy0 q q x y s m y ,Ž .
2~y 0, m s a , 1.2Ž . Ž .12
2¢y9 0, m s a ,Ž . 11
Ž .then the eigenvalues of 1.1 are simple and are the zeroes of the boundary
function,
B m [ a y p , m2 q a y9 p , m2 . 1.3Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .21 22
It is well known that in the Dirichlet case this boundary function is an
entire function of m of order 1 and type p and is square integrable on the
real line. Thus, it belongs to the Paley]Wiener space,
< < p <Im m < < < 2PW s f entire, f m F Ce , f m dm - ‘ .Ž . Ž .Hp ½ 5
R
w xThis fact was used in 5 to reconstruct the boundary function from its
samples; thanks to the Whittaker]Shannon]Kotel'nikov theorem. We see
w xin 7 that in the non-Dirichlet case this boundary function B is not in
Ä Ä 2Ž . Ž .PW . However a transform B of B is. Also B p , m g L y‘, ‘ andp
Ä 2 ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .mB p , m f L y‘, ‘ , whereas in the Dirichlet case mB p , m g
2 Äw nxŽ . Ž .L y‘, ‘ . In this article we introduce a transformation B p , m of
Äw n x 2 ny1 Äw n xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .B p , m satisfying B p , m g L y‘, ‘ and m B p , m g
2Ž .L y‘, ‘ . This fact will lead to high order approximations of the eigen-
values with their error bounds.
2. HIGH ORDER APPROXIMATIONS
Ž .Equation 1.2 can be transformed into the integral equation,
xsin m x sin m x y tŽ .
y x , m s a cos m x q a q q t y t , m dt.Ž . Ž . Ž .H12 11 m m0
2.1Ž .
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We claim the following,
THEOREM 1. Let
¤ w0x x , m s y x , m ,Ž . Ž .1
¤ w0x x , m s y9 x , m q a m sin m x y a cos m x ,Ž . Ž .2 12 11 2.2Ž .
sin m x
w x , m s a cos m x q a ,Ž .0 12 11 m
and
x sin m x y tŽ .
w x , m s q t w t , m dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Hn ny1m0
¤ w nx x , m s ¤ w ny1x x , m y w x , m ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 ny1 2.3Ž .
x
w nx w ny1x¤ x , m s ¤ x , m y q t cos m x y t w t , m dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H2 2 ny1
0
Äw nx w nx w nxB x , m s a ¤ x , m q a ¤ x , m ,Ž . Ž . Ž .21 1 22 2
for n G 1. Then
w nx w nx Äw nxw x , m , ¤ x , m , ¤ x , m , B x , m g PW ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n 1 2 x
ny1 ny1 w nx ny1 w nx ny1 Äw nxm w p , m , m ¤ p , m , m ¤ p , m , m B p , mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n 1 2
2.4Ž .g L2 y‘, ‘ ,Ž .
for n G 1.
Furthermore, we ha¤e the following estimates,
nc5 x <Im m << <w x , m F c e ,Ž .n 4 ž /< <1 q m p
nc5w nx x <Im m << <¤ x , m F c e ,Ž .1 1 ž /< <1 q m p
2.5Ž .
nc5w nx x <Im m << <¤ x , m F c e ,Ž .2 2 ž /< <1 q m p




< < < < < <c s a q c p a , c s p c q t dt ,Ž .H4 12 0 11 5 0
0
p
< <c s c exp c , c s c q t dt ,Ž .H1 4 5 2 1
0
< < < <c s a c q a c .3 21 1 22 2
Proof. It is easy to see that
x sin m x y tŽ .w nx w nx <¤ x , m s w x , m q q t ¤ t , m dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 n 1m0
2.6Ž .
x
w nx w nx <¤ x , m s q t cos m x y t ¤ t , m dt.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H2 1
0
The remainder of the proof is by induction on n.
v Ž .To prove that the estimates 2.5 are true for n s 0 we make use of
w xthe estimate 6 ,
sin u c0<Im u < <Im u << <cos u F e , F e , 2.7Ž .
< <u 1 q u
Ž .where c is some constant we may take c s 1.72 . Thus,0 0
< <xc a0 11 x <Im m << < < <w x , m F a q eŽ .0 12ž /< <1 q x m
< < < < x <Im m <F a q p c a eŽ .12 0 11
F c e x <Im m < , 2.8Ž .4
Ž .and from 2.6 , we get
x sin m x y tŽ .w0x w0x< < < < < < < <¤ x , m F w x , m q q t ¤ t , m dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 0 1m0




w0x yx <Im m < yt <Im m < w0x< < < < < <¤ x , m e F c q c p q t e ¤ t , m dt , 2.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 4 0 1
0
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and Gronwall's lemma yields
< w0x < c0pH0
x < qŽ t . < dt x <Im m <¤ x , m F c e eŽ .1 4
F c e x <Im m < , 2.11Ž .1
and
x
w0x Ž xyt . <Im m < t <Im m << < < <¤ x , m F q t e c e dtŽ . Ž .H2 1
0
F c e x <Im m < . 2.12Ž .2
Also,
Äw0x w0x w0x< < < < < < < < < <B x , m F a ¤ p , m q a ¤ p , mŽ . Ž . Ž .21 1 22 2
F c e x <Im m < . 2.13Ž .3
Ž .Thus, 2.5 is true for n s 0.
v Ž .Suppose 2.5 is true for n y 1. Let us prove it for n.
Ž .Going back to 2.3 , we get
x sin m x y tŽ .
< < < < < <w x , m F q t w t , m dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Hn ny1m0
ny1x c x y t cŽ .0 5Ž xyt . <Im m < t <Im m << <F q t e c e dtŽ .H 4 ž /< < < <1q m xyt 1 q m pŽ .0
nc5 x <Im m <F c e , 2.14Ž .4 ž /< <1 q m p
Ž . Ž < < .because the function f z s zr 1 q m z is an increasing function of z
w x Ž .over 0, p and from 2.6 , we obtain
x c x y tŽ .0w nx Ž xyt . <Im m < w nx< < < < < < < <¤ x , m F w x , m q q t e ¤ t , m dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 n 1< <1q m xy tŽ .0
n





xc5w nx yx <Im m < t <Im m < w nx< < < < < <¤ x , m e F c q c p q t e ¤ t , m dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 4 0 1ž /< <1 q m p 0
2.16Ž .
from which we get
nc x5w nx c pH < qŽ t . < dt x <Im m <0 0< <¤ x , m F c e eŽ .1 4 ž /< <1 q m p
nc5 x <Im m <F c e , 2.17Ž .1 ž /< <1 q m p
and
x
w nx w nx< < < 5 5 <¤ x , m F q t cos m x y t ¤ t , m dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H2 1
0
n
p c5Ž xyt . <Im m < t <Im m << <F q t e c e dtŽ .H 1 ž /< <1 q m p0
nc5 x <Im m <F c e . 2.18Ž .2 ž /< <1 q m p
Also,
Äw nx w nx w nx< < < < < < < < < <B x , m F a ¤ p , m q a ¤ p , mŽ . Ž . Ž .21 1 22 2
nc5 x <Im m <F c e . 2.19Ž .3 ž /< <1 q m p
Ž .Thus, 2.5 is true for n.
v Ž .Therefore 2.5 is true for all n.
Ž . Ž .From the estimates 2.5 it is easy to see that 2.4 holds for all n G 1.
Q.E.D.
Now recall the well-known
Ž . w xTHEOREM 2 Whittaker]Shannon]Kotel'nikov . In Ref. 16 , let f g
PW thenp
‘ sin p m y kŽ .
f m s f k ,Ž . Ž .Ý
p m y kŽ .ksy‘
where the series con¤erges uniformly on the compact sets of IR and also
in L2 .dm
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w nx w nx Äw nxŽ . Ž . Ž .Because ¤ p , m , ¤ p , m , B p , m g PW , the previous theorem1 2 p
w nx w nx Äw nxŽ . Ž . Ž .is applicable and we can reconstruct ¤ p , m , ¤ p , m , and B p , m1 2
w nx w nx Äw nxŽ . Ž . Ž .from their samples ¤ p , k , ¤ p , k , and B p , k , k g Z for any1 2
given n.
Äw nxŽ .Once we reconstruct B p , m , we obtain
ny1
w nxÄB m s B p , m q a w p , m q a ya m sin mp q a cos mpŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý21 k 22 12 11ž
ks0
ny1p
q q t cos m p y t w t , m dt , 2.20Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH k /0 ks0
the zeroes of which are the square root of the sought eigenvalues.
Äw nx Äw nxŽ . Ž .For a given n let B p , m denote the truncation of B p , m ,N
N sin p m y kŽ .w nx w nxÄ ÄB p , m s B p , k , 2.21Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝN p m y kŽ .ksyN
w nxŽ . w nxŽ .and let B p , m be the corresponding approximation to B p , m .N
ny1 Äw nx 2Ž . Ž . Ž w xBecause m B p , m g L y‘, ‘ Jagerman's result see 16 , Theorem
.3.21, p. 90 is applicable and yields the very sharp estimate
LEMMA 1. Truncation error,
< w nx w nx <B p , m y B p , mŽ . Ž .N
< <sin pm c 1 1 16F q ,ny1ynq1' ' 'N y m N q m N q 1Ž .p 1 y 4
< <for m - N , 2.22Ž .
ny1 Äw nx5 Ž .5where c s m B p , m .26
2 2w xHowever, as in 7 , if m is an exact eigenvalue and m is an approxima-N
tion obtained as a square of a zero of Bw nx thenN
w nx w nx< <B p , m y B p , mŽ . Ž .N
< w nx w nx <s B p , m y B p , mŽ . Ž .N N N
< <sin pm c 1 1 16F q ,ny1ynq1' N y m N q m' ' N q 1Ž .p 1 y 4 N N
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from which we get the following
LEMMA 2. Error bounds,
1
< <m y m FN w nx< <inf B 9 p , mŽ .ÄmF m F mÄ N
< <sin pm c 1 1 16
= q .ny1ynq1' N y m N q m' ' N q 1Ž .p 1 y 4 N N
2.23Ž .
w nx Ž .Remark 1. Because the eigenvalues are simple B 9 p , m / 0 and soÄ
is the inf.
3. CONCLUSION
w xSampling theory was used in 5 to compute the Dirichlet eigenvalues of
regular second-order Sturm]Liouville systems. We demonstrated in a
w xrecent article 7 that the method is still valid in the non-Dirichlet case by
Äshowing that a transform B of the boundary function B is in the
Paley]Wiener space PW and thus the Whittaker]Shannon]Kotel'nikovp
Ätheorem is applicable. That is, we can recover B for its samples; thus B,
whose zeroes are the square root of the sought eigenvalues of the problem.
However the error bounds on the eigenvalues were not tight enough. We
Äw nxŽ . Ž .introduced in this article a transformation B p , m of B p , m satisfying
Äw nx 2 ny1 Äw nx 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .B p , m g L y‘, ‘ and m B p , m g L y‘, ‘ . This fact lead to
high order approximations of the eigenvalues with very sharp error bounds.
The computation of eigenvalues of Sturm]Liouville problems both
Ž w xregular and singular is well documented see 1]5, 7]15 and the refer-
.ences therein and many packages]programs exist. We can quote SLEIGN
w x w x w x w x4 , SLEIGN2 3 , SLEDGE 10 , SL02F 14 , . . . . Extensive numerical
computations based on our method will appear elsewhere and comparison
will be made with output of the previous packages.
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